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Academic Year 2018- 2019 

Third Term  

Science Revision sheets 

Answer key  

Name: ________________________          Date: _______________ 

Grade: 3            Section: _____________ 

 

Q1: Choose the letter of the choice that best answer the questions: 

 

1. What can scientist learn from studying fossils? 

A. About the condition of past environment. 

B. What organism ate 

C. How fossil organisms related to modern organisms. 

D. What noise animals made in the past. 

 

2. Dire wolf fossil is most likely to modern ___________. 

 

A. Woolly mammoth 

B. Saber toothed cat                               

C. Coyote  

D. tiger 
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3. Which material can preserve the soft part of the organisms? 

A. mud 

B. rock 

C. soil 

D. ice  

 

        4.   Which type of environment did this fossil live in? 

             

    A. Aquatic 

    B. rock like 

    C. terrestrial 

             D. forest like 

 

       5. Which tool measures precipitation? 

 A. wind vane   

 B. Thermometer 

 C.  Rain gauge 

 D. barometer  

 

6. Four tools that measure weather are shown.  Which tool measures 

wind direction? 

                           

                A.1 

               B.2 

                C.3 

               D.4 
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7. A section of a thermometer is shown. What does this instrument 

show about the weather? 

 

                 A. There is 50 feet of snow 

                 B. The temperature is 50 °F 

                          C. There is 50 centimeters of rain. 

 

       D. The wind speed is 50 miles per hour. 

 

8. The picture shows boys playing outside.   What is the weather like in 

this picture? 

 

           A. windy and hot 

           B. rainy and cold 

            C. snowy and cold 

        D. sunny and warm 

 

      9. Jen made a graph of the rain that collected in her rain gauge. 

           Identify how much rain fell at 10.am? 

 

                A.3 inch 

           B. 2 inch 

           C. 1inch 

           D. 2.5 inch 
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      10.  Amna observed the weather for five days and made this table. 

      Which conclusion matches the table?  

 

                 

 

      

    

  

  A. On Saturday, the weather will be rainy.  

  B. It was sunny on more days than it was cloudy. 

  C. The weather on Sunday must have been cloudy. 

          D. On days when it rained, the day before was cloudy. 

        11. Chose the phrase that describes a fossil? 

                A. a fish bone 

        B. pine cone from City Park 

        C. woolly mammoth frozen in ice 

      D. an empty shell on a beach  

 

        12. In which type of fossil has once living material has been replaced by     

              minerals? 

                 A. amber 

                 B. a carbon film 

                 C. petrified wood 

                 D. a trace fossil 

       13. Which statement is true about fossils? 

          A. Fossils form very quickly. 

       B. Fossils are made from only animals. 

       C. Fossils are formed after millions of years. 

            D. Fossils are made from only the soft parts of animals. 
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       14. Which part of an animal is most likely to become a fossil? 

         

                 A. fur 

                 B. skin 

                 C. teeth 

                 D. heart 

     

       15. Which is not a way that fossils are formed?                                                             

           

          A. An organism is frozen in ice. 

       B. An organism is trapped in amber. 

       C. An organism is covered in hot lava 

       D. An organism is buried in sediment 

 

  Q2: Use the term in the box to complete the sentences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Organism’s soft part can be preserved in _amber____ 

2. Fossils provide evidence of__ extinct___ organisms. 

3. Woolly mammoth lived in a __cold______ environment. 

4. The Ginkgo tree often called a ___living fossil____. 

5. The tree lived long ago wood has been replaced by minerals and became 

fossil this is called__ petrified____ 

Cold -petrified wood –extinct-precipitation – 

compare-rain gauge-amber- fossils – living fossil-

atmosphere 
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6. The remains or trace of organisms that lived long ago are called 

_fossil_________. 

7. The measure of liquid or solid water that falls from the cloud is called 

______precipitation________  

8. A Bar graph can help you__ compare____ data. 

9. The tool which measures the rain falls in an area is__ 

_ rain gauge__. 

10. Weather occurs in the _atmosphere__ or air around the earth. 

 

 

Q3: Draw a Wind vane showing the direction of wind from East: 

                   

      

 

 

 

                                                East 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q4: Use the graph and answer the questions below: 
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A. Which month is likely to have lowest temperature?   __ January _ 

B. What is the temperature on the month of March? ___55°F __ 

C. Which months are having highest temperature? ____ July/ September __ 

 

Q5: Write the name of each features under the environment 

which it provides evidence: 

 

Tentacles 

 

fins 

 

 

     leaves 

 

 

flippers 

 

feet 

 

wings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q6: Record the measurement of each tool on the line below: 

Aquatic 
 

Terrestrial 

 

Fins 

 

leaves 

 

flippers 

 

feet 

 

tentacles 

 

wings 
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Thermometer           Rain gauge                 Wind vane 

           

                                                    

             

                                              

 

 

 

______55_____ °F          ____2.5_____ inches         From the _north_____ 

 

     Q7: Match the type of environment each organism lived in: 

         

   

     

 

 

1. Ancient armor fish  4 Terrestrial 

2. Saber toothed cat 3 Aquatic 

3. Feather Star 2 Terrestrial 

4. Dire wolf 1 Aquatic 
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Q8: Contrast the two organisms below and write four evidence 

for the environment they lived: 

              

 

 

 

 

 

Woolly Mammoth                                                        Elephant 

 

Thick fur on the body 
 
Have gray wrinkled skin 

 
Long and curved tusk up to 5 meters 

long. 

 
Have sharp and pointed tusk up to 3.5 

meters long 
 
Small ears 

 
Big ears 

 
lived in colder land area 

 
Living in hot climate 

 

Q8: Write short answer: 

A. Deepak hears a rumble of thunder and sees dark clouds in the sky. 

Describe what kind of weather is likely to happen next? 

 

___ The weather is windy and rainy. Thunder lightning shows the weather is 

hazardous. 
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B. The graph shows the average rainfall for a coastal city for a year. 

Identify which season the weather is most likely to be rainy? Explain? 

        

 

 During the month of January and February the weather is rainy than the 

other months. In February the average rain fall is 2.5 inches.  

 


